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A MATLAB Based Modeling of Hybrid Electric Vehicles: This project gives a model based analysis of hybrid electric
vehicle architecture by loop analysis and .

These help to speed up the tasks and Matlab computations. By using this we can calculate velocity, distance
and frame per time, etc. Along with these, Matlab also provides tools for 3D computer vision, 3D
reconstruction, and 3D point cloud processing. It is one of the core research areas and is growing rapidly day
by day. The tool also checks that whether the source code follows the appropriate coding standards. This also
includes amplitude compression as well as frequency sharper functionalities. Signal Processing â€” Signal
Processing is the process of performing operations on signals for modification and amplification. There are
also certain algorithms designed for data compression. The Voltage Multiplier containing switched capacitor
and coupled inductors, obtains high step-up gain. Remote Sensing finds its application in areas like the
geographical survey of remote areas, military, geology, hydrology, and various other such fields. Modeling
and Simulation of Distribution Transformer for Analyzing Its Losses : This analysis aims to determine the
losses of a distribution transformer under linear load. You may write your queries and suggestions regarding
this list in contact us page. In addition to the losses due to linear load, losses that take place due to harmonic
load current are also analyzed in this project. The main applications of digital signal processing are audio
signal processing, audio compression, speech recognition, digital communication, seismology, and
biomedicine. Simulink is also a good choice for thesis topics in Matlab. Remote Sensing works with the help
of satellites which sense distant objects and transfer collected information to the base station. It is lighter in
weight than mechanical differential and has an embedded system to supervise the electronics. For computer
vision, machine learning and deep learning algorithms are applied. These are the latest research, thesis and
project topics in Matlab for masters and postgraduate students. Inverse Data Hiding in a Classical Image by
Using Scalable Image Encryption : The aim of this project is to implement highly secured image encryption
and data hiding technique which facilitates independent retrieval system for image and data. Data
Compression â€” Data Compression is the process of encoding and modifying data in such a way that it covers
less memory space on the storage disk. Breast Cancer Detection using Image Enhancement Algorithm : This
project describes enhancement of digital image processing technique for increasing the visual quality of
mammogram images of breast cancer. Fuzzified Particle Swarm Optimization : This project aims to design an
optimized fuzzy logic controller with the use of particle swarm optimization for achieving greater extent of
DC motor speed control. Multi-scale Edge-Based Text Extraction from Complex Images : This project
proposes an algorithm which automatically detects and extracts the text in complex images. Tracking of
Multiple Body Parts of Interacting Persons : This project presents a method for tracking body parts of humans
using multi-target multi-association tracking MMT and attribute relational graph ALG techniques. There are
various technologies in Medical Imaging to generate information about different areas of the body. This
project is useful for urban planning and extraction of rural roads. The main process in remote sensing includes
acquiring images, processing, and interpretation of these images. Color and Texture Based Image Retrieval
System : This proposed system demonstrates a faster image retrieval technique from the image database with
the features like image color and texture. Combined Economic and Emission Dispatch Using Evolutionary
Algorithms : The objective of this system is to achieve efficient and optimum operation of electric power
generation by minimizing both fuel cost and emission level with the use of lambda based approach. It tends to
make computers visualize things just the way human visualization does. The Matlab tools provide algorithms
and functions for designing and simulating computer vision. So this project makes use of hybrid median filter
in order to preserve the main image features. It helps in studying the internal structure of the body hidden
under skin and bones. This includes the communication design between PC target and mobile robot as well as
design of control system based on state space control. On the other hand, active sensors emit radiation which
in turn is reflected by the earth. It is used in electric vehicles for providing better balancing in curved paths. In
data compression, the number of bits is reduced than the original data. So the output response at different
inputs of armature controlled motor is investigated in this article. Automation in High Speed Rail-Road
Transportation : This project aims to design automatic control system for rail-road transportation system by
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implementing a PID feedback controller to achieve the desired speeds. We have to simply add any one of the
Matlab algorithmS from thousands of algorithms available in the Simulink block. Parallel Computing â€”
Parallel Computing tools help in complex computational and data-intensive problems by using
multiprocessors.


